Resource theory is a general, model-independent approach aiming to understand the qualitative notion of resource quantitatively. In a given resource theory, free operations are physical processes that do not create resource and are considered zero-cost. This brings the following natural question: For a given free operation, what is its ability to preserve a resource? We axiomatically formulate this ability as the resource preservability, which is constructed as a channel resource theory induced by a state resource theory. We prove two general classes of resource preservability monotones: one is based on resource monotones, and another is based on channel distance measures. Specifically, the latter gives the robustness monotone, which has been recently found to have an operational interpretation. We further apply our theory to the study of entanglement preserving local thermalization (EPLT): we provide a new family of EPLT which admits arbitrarily small nonzero entanglement preservability and free entanglement preservation at the same time. Our results give the first systematic and general formulation of the resource preservation of free operations.
Resource theory is a general, model-independent approach aiming to understand the qualitative notion of resource quantitatively. In a given resource theory, free operations are physical processes that do not create resource and are considered zero-cost. This brings the following natural question: For a given free operation, what is its ability to preserve a resource? We axiomatically formulate this ability as the resource preservability, which is constructed as a channel resource theory induced by a state resource theory. We prove two general classes of resource preservability monotones: one is based on resource monotones, and another is based on channel distance measures. Specifically, the latter gives the robustness monotone, which has been recently found to have an operational interpretation. We further apply our theory to the study of entanglement preserving local thermalization (EPLT): we provide a new family of EPLT which admits arbitrarily small nonzero entanglement preservability and free entanglement preservation at the same time. Our results give the first systematic and general formulation of the resource preservation of free operations.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important goal in the study of physics is to understand and identify different resources: it may be an effect, an object, or a phenomenon, which enables us to achieve something that can never be achieved in its absence. Before consuming the resource and trigger the advantages, one needs to make sure the given systems have the resource. For example, a perfect teleportation needs a maximally entangled state as a resource [1] , and the performance can be reproduced by classical scenarios if the entanglement is not strong enough [2] . This illustrates the first question in the study of a resource: How to probe it? Tremendous efforts have been made on this research line for various resources. As a famous instance, the positive partial transpose criterion for entanglement is a representative result for entanglement detection [3] [4] [5] . Also, various Bell inequalities and steering inequalities provide alternative ways of probing different quantum resources [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Knowing merely the existence of the resource is, however, insufficient for all applications. This is because one may not only need the resource, but also need it to be strong enough: To demonstrate quantum advantages in teleportation, to witness a stronger than classical heat back-flow in a system [11] , or to violate a Bell/steering inequality, strong enough quantum correlations are necessary. A quantitative understanding of qualitative resources is therefore crucial. In other words, we ask whether there is a "ruler" that can measure the given resource and give us numbers to quantify it. This question can be answered by a generic approach called resource theory, aiming to provide a general strategy to quantitatively formulate a given resource.
For a given resource, a resource theory can be interpreted as a triplet, consisting of the resource it- * Electronic address: chung-yun.hsieh@icfo.eu self (e.g. entanglement), quantities without the resource (e.g. separable states), and physical processes that will not create the resource (e.g. local operation and classical communication channels [12] ). A resource theory provides a method to quantify the resource: With reasonable postulates, a resource monotone can be introduced, which can be interpreted as a quantifier attributing numbers to the resource content. This important feature of resource theory provides an identification beyond the yes/no answer, allowing not just detection but also comparison. Various resource theories have been reported for, but not limited to, entanglement [3, 13] , coherence [14, 15] , nonlocality [7, 16] , steering [10, [17] [18] [19] , and athermality [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . There are also general features of resource theories for quantum states [25] [26] [27] . Notably, resource theories for quantum channels have drawn much attention recently [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
One important ingredient in a resource theory is the allowed physical processes that will not create the resource, which are called free operation. An ultimate goal for a resource theory is to identify under which conditions can a quantity be transformed into another via free operations. A proper answer can tell us how resourceful the output quantities can be after free operations, giving useful information for both theoretical and practical purposes. Conceptually, this is directly related to channel's ability to preserve a resource. This motivates us to ask the following question:
Given a free operation, how to quantify its ability to preserve the given resource?
In other words, we are asking for a quantitative study on the qualitative behavior of free operations. With a rigorous answer, one will be able to identify the efficiency of the given free operation on protecting the resource, which will clarify the fundamental structure of free operations in a general resource theory. This question is also motivated by other purposes: for example, a suitable measure of the ability of a given dynamics to preserve entanglement can bring new insights in the study of the interplay between entanglement and thermalization [36] . Also, some previous results have addressed similar issues for entanglement [37] , while a general treatment for free operations with arbitrary state resource is still unknown. In this work, we axiomatically formulate the ability of free operations to preserve a resource. This ability, termed resource preservability, is formulated as a channel resource theory induced by the given state resource theory. We provide general assumptions of the formulation, discussing the corresponding free operation, and introducing axioms on the resource preservability monotones.
Two classes of resource preservability monotones are provided: one is induced by the resource monotones of the given resource theory, with the intuition behind as the maintained resource during the process; another is based on the channel distance from the set of free operations that will destroy resource. Moreover, the one based on channel distance will induce a robustness-like monotone, with an operational interpretation as the erasure cost of resource preservability due to Ref. [29] .
As an application, we further apply our theory to the study of entanglement preserving local thermalization (EPLT) [36] , which is a recent study on the relation between global quantum correlation and subsystem thermalization. We provide a new family of EPLTs, and show that this family of EPLTs admits arbitrarily small entanglement preservability at finite temperatures and preservation of free entanglement [38] simultaneously. This reveals the fact that EPLT is a concept compatible with arbitrarily small ability of entanglement preservation, and can still preserve distillable entanglement at the same time.
This work is structured as follows. We start with basic notions of a general resource theory in Sec. II, and we state the general setup of resource preservability in Sec. III, including discussions on the activation property of resource preservability. After the formal setup, we formulate free super-channel in Sec. IV, and in Sec. V we axiomatically introduce resource preservability monotones. We prove two classes of monotones and discuss the robustness-like monotone with its operational interpretation in this section. In Sec. VI, we study EPLT as an application of the theory of resource preservability. Finally, we conclude in Sec. VII.
II. PRELIMINARIES OF RESOURCE THEORY
To initiate the study of a given resource, we need to specify a given set that can have this resource. In this work we will consider both the set of quantum states and the set of quantum channels. Hence, in this section we simply let the choice of this set flexible and assume the set (denoted by Q) is a convex subspace of a finite dimensional Euclidean space.
A resource theory on Q can then be understood as a combination of the following three ingredients: the re-source itself (denoted by R), elements in Q without the resource (the free quantities; denote the set of all free quantities by F R , which is a subset of Q), and linear operations acting on Q that can be applied freely and cannot create resource (the free operations; denote the set of all free operations by O R ). Hence, a resource theory can be written as the following triplet:
Without additional information, the resource itself is only a qualitative concept. Hence, a quantifier is necessary to have a quantitative understanding of the resource. This can be achieved by a resource monotone. Formally, in this work we use the following definition [27] :
It is called convex if it also satisfies property (1c), and it is called faithful if it also satisfies property (1d).
In this work, we will focus on resource theories of quantum state (this means Q will be the set of all the quantum states, and O R will be a set of quantum channels, also known as completely-positive trace-preserving maps [12] ), and the resource preservability induced by them. For convenience, from now on R-theory means the resource theory of the given resource R of quantum states. The only class of channel resource theories in this work will be the one of resource preservability induced by different R-theories. We will simply call them R-preservability theories and use R-preservability as the abbreviation of the resource preservability of the state resource R.
III. RESOURCE PRESERVABILITY
With a given R-theory, we state our central question again: Given a free operation, how to quantify its ability to preserve the given resource? To approach the question, we divide the free operation of the given R-theory into two subsets:
In other words, O N R contains free operations that cannot preserve resource for every input. Channels of this kind will be called resource-annihilating channels, or simply R-annihilating channels from now on, which is inspired by the name of entanglement-annihilating channel [37] .
On the other hand, every element in O R \ O N R will be understood to have certain ability to preserve the given resource: since E ∈ O R means there exists an element q ∈ Q such that E(q) / ∈ F R . Conceptually, the R-preservability can be understood as the following channel resource theory:
where R-preservability is now treated as a channel resource. The main task of this work is to quantitatively specify the corresponding free operations indicated by the set O R−preservability and different R-preservability monotones. We remark that the setting above is consistent while not the same with the channel resource theory introduced in Ref. [30] : since in the study of R-preservability the identity channel will be the most resourceful one, some results of Refs. [29, 30] cannot apply. Also, our approach is genuinely different from the resource destroying maps [25] , which leave free states invariant and map resourceful states to some free states.
A. Remark On The Activation Property Of Resource Preservability
At the beginning of the formulation, one may wonder whether we should assume the following property in a bipartite system SS ′ :
This property forbids any possibility to activate the Rpreservability. This is, however, not true, and here we provide an example. Consider the R-theory of nonlocality [6, 7] (and we write R = NL) on a bipartite system SS ′ with equal finite local dimension D, and local operations plus shared randomness (LOSR) channels as the free operations [16, 28] (in Appendix A we briefly explain the reason). First, we recall a phenomenon called superactivation, which is proved for nonlocality [39] and generalized to quantum steering [40, 41] (and we also mention other activation properties of nonlocality in Refs. [42, 43] ). Formally, a local state ρ (with local dimension D = d) is said to admit superactivation of nonlocality if there exists a finite k ∈ N such that ρ ⊗k is nonlocal (in the bipartition SS ′ and local dimension D = d k ). We refer the readers to Appendix A for the definition of local/nonlocal states. In SS ′ with D = d, it is shown that a state can demonstrate superactivation of nonlocality if its fully entangled fraction (FEF) is higher than 1 d [44] , where for the given bipartite system the FEF is defined by [2, 45] :
The maximization is taken over all maximally entangled states |Φ d on the given bipartite system SS ′ .
To construct the example, we make use of the (U ⊗U * )twirling operation on SS ′ defined by [46, 47] 
where the integration is taken over the group of d × d unitary operators U (d) with the Haar measure dU . The twirling operation T is by definition an LOSR channel, thereby being a free operation. It has the property to preserve entanglement:
Also, the output of T will always be an isotropic state [46] :
where
n=0 |n ⊗ |n is a maximally entangled state, and p ∈ − 1 d 2 −1 , 1 due to the positivity of quantum states. Now we consider the following channel:
and we choose p such that the output state cannot have FEF larger than the threshold for nonlocality of isotropic states [7] , while can still have FEF larger than 1 d for certain entangled inputs. More precisely, we choose [7, 48] 
which will guarantee the above claim. Being an LOSR channel, this means T ∈ O N NL . Also, when the input state is |Ψ + d , T (|Ψ + d Ψ + d |) will be an entangled isotropic state, thereby having FEF > 1 d and hence admitting superactivation of nonlocality. Hence, when one consider T ⊗k with a large enough k, it is possible to output nonlocal states (on the given bipartition SS ′ with local dimension D = d k ), which means T ⊗k / ∈ O N NL . This illustrates the existence of superactivation property of nonlocality preservability, which also teaches us that for a general formulation, the assumption proposed at the beginning of this section cannot be imposed.
As a small remark, we note that there do exist examples without activation property. For instance, if we use Gibbs-preserving map as the free operation in the Rtheory of athermality, then the only R-annihilating channel is the state preparation channel of the given thermal state [49] . Because product local thermalization cannot preserve any correlation [36] , we learn that it is impossible to activate resource preservability in this case.
B. Assumptions
The discussion in the previous section simply means if we want to formulate R-preservability theory in a general way applicable to different R-theories, we need to respect certain properties such as the activation of the R-preservability. On the other hand, we still need to impose some basic assumptions and constraints on the given R-theory in order to have a reasonable study. We collect properties that we want to impose as follows. (2c) tensor product and convex sum of free operations are both again free operations: if
Let us briefly comment on the above properties. We assume Property (2a) because we aim to study Rpreservability, which is a comparison of resourceless states and resourceful states. Also, we expect convex sums of resourceless states will not be resourceful, which is a common features shared by many R-theories. Property (2b) is assumed because in an R-theory, identity map can never increase the amount of resource and will usually fulfill other conditions of a free operation: conceptually, it means "doing noting on the quantum state" is free and cost-less. Property (2c) is a common property possessed by many R-theories such as the ones of entanglement [3] , nonlocality [16, 28] , and athermality [21, 22] . This also implies that in a proper R-theory, the set O N R is by definition convex.
One important ingredient in an R-theory is the monotone used to quantify the resource. We also impose constraints on state resource monotones, which will be called R-monotones. First, we need the following concept: Definition 3. (Absolute Free States) A free state η is said to be an absolute free state for the given R-theory if
We denote the set of all absolute free states by F R .
In other words, absolute free states are those without hidden resource [42, 43] . For example, in the R-theory of entanglement, all the separable states are absolute free states. However, as we have mentioned, there also exist R-theories with non-absolute free states: this can be seen by the superactivation of nonlocality [39] and steering [40, 41] . We remark that F R is closed under tensor product; that is,
With the above notion, we introduce the following:
We comment on the above properties. Property (4a) guarantees a non-trivial monotone. Property (4b) and the inequality Q R (ρ ⊗ η) ≤ Q R (ρ) in property (4c) will be satisfied by any R-monotone induced by a distance measure with the data-processing inequality [the latter is because the mapping (·) → (·) ⊗ η is a channel]. We assume the inverse inequality Q R (ρ⊗ η) > Q R (ρ) in property (4c) since we expect the resource content should not increase after extension with an absolute free state η.
To formulate R-preservability, it is important to introduce the following analog concept of absolute free states for channels.
We denote the set of all absolute R-annihilating channels by O N R . This definition means the R-preservability of absolute R-annihilating channels cannot be activated. As an example of an absolute R-annihilating channel, consider again the R-theory of entanglement. Then every local operation and classical communication (LOCC) channel that is entanglement-annihilating [37] and entanglementbreaking [50] will be absolute R-annihilating channels. We also remark the following simple fact: Fact 1. Given a proper R-theory, then
As the last thing in this section, we mention an assumption, which will be assumed in some of our main results:
for all Λ SS ′ ∈ O N R and for all η S ′ ∈ F R . Roughly speaking, this means if we combine the effect of a global R-annihilating channel and a local free state, the resulting local channel will also be an R-annihilating channel. Here we actually assume two things: first, if a state is free globally, then it is also free locally; second, the local behavior of a free operation is again a free operation. We comment on these two assumptions as follows.
For the first assumption, it happens to various Rtheories. For example, in the R-theory of entanglement in the four-partite system A 1 , A 2 , B 1 , B 2 , if a state is globally separable in the bipartition AB, then it is also separable when we trace out systems A 1 , B 1 or A 2 , B 2 . As another instance, consider a bipartite system with a local Hamiltonian H = H A ⊗ I B + I A ⊗ H B . Then the corresponding global thermal state [49] reads γ AB = γ A ⊗ γ B , which is the tensor product of local thermal states γ A , γ B . In the R-theory of athermality the only free state is the thermal state, and one can see the desired property is satisfied.
For the second assumption, note that the local behavior of a global free operation, whenever it can be defined, may not again be a free operation. For instance, locally a thermal operation does not need to conserve the internal energy of the subsystem plus the local bath, which means it may not be a thermal operation again. While in various R-theories we can also have the local behavior of a free operation as a free operation. Consider again the four-partite system A 1 , A 2 , B 1 , B 2 . A global LOCC (LOSR) channel on the bipartition AB will still be an LOCC (LOSR) channel when we trace out systems A 1 , B 1 or A 2 , B 2 . This implies the validity of this assumption in the R-theory of entanglement and nonlocality. Also, locally a Gibbs-preserving map will still be a Gibbs-preserving map if the global Hamiltonian can be written as a sum of local Hamiltonians (which means the global thermal state is the product of local thermal states).
Due to the above reasoning, we treat the Marginal Assumption as a reasonable constraint to be imposed in certain cases.
Notations
Before introducing the main results, we specify notations. From now on when we write Λ
for the given system size; that is, we ignore the system dependency of the notation O N R and O R . Also, in many places we will use the following abbreviation:
where the maximization is taken over all the possible finite dimensional ancillary systems A, all the Rannihilating channels Λ A ∈ O N R on the system A, and all the states ρ SA on the composite system SA. Note that in the maximization we allow the trivial ancillary system; that is, we allow the ancillary system to have zero dimension, corresponding to the original system S. Roughly speaking, it is an extension to ancillary space without creating R-preservability.
In certain parts of this work, some additional constraints may be imposed on the maximization. This will be clear from the context.
Finally, in different sections we use different subscripts to indicate subsystems. To emphasize the contrast be-tween the main systems and ancillary systems, we use subscript S, S ′ for the main system and A,B for the ancillary. When only bipartition needs to be addressed, we use the common notations A,B for subsystems. The meaning of subscripts will be clear from the context.
IV. FREE OPERATIONS OF RESOURCE PRESERVABILITY
The first thing is to specify what is the free operation when we treat R-preservability as a resource. Being an operation acting on channels, we need to know first how to map a channel into another channel. In this work, we follow the treatment of Refs. [29, 51] :
where A stands for the ancillary system, and M, N are some quantum channels. Such mappings are called superchannels [27, 29, 51] .
The goal is to consider super-channels that will not increase R-preservability. We want a super-channel that is (1) physically implementable within the given R-theory, (2) achievable without using the resource R, and (3) impossible to create R-preservability. These expectations motivate us to consider the following notion as the free operation of a R-preservability theory in this work:
In this work, the free operation of R-preservability, or say the free super-channel F :
where Λ + , Λ − ∈ O R are free operations of the R-theory and Λ A ∈ O N R is an absolute R-annihilating channel. Let us discuss the motivation of adapting the above definition. For the completeness and generality of the R-preservability theory, we prefer to impose as less constraints as possible. This motivates us to allow different input/output dimensions after the free super-channels, which means the R-preservability of the given channel on the main system S may be assisted by ancillary systems, while the ancillary systems need to obey the rule that they cannot provide additional R-preservability. One can also formulate the theory with the fixed system dimension and forbid the ancillary systems, while in our approach we prefer a more general version. This is similar to the case of channel discrimination: one can use either trace norm or diamond norm. The trace norm gives an intuitive description of channel discrimination with the focus only on the given system, while we know the performance can be improved when one switches to the diamond norm. In this work, we try to capture the more general formulation.
Two other main reasons behind this definition is also discussed as follows. First, if one simply assume Λ + , Λ − to possess zero R-preservability, then the output will only be R-annihilating channels. Hence, we allow Λ + , Λ − to be arbitrary free operations. Second, since we expect that the overall R-preservability cannot increase during the free super-channel, we impose the condition Λ A ∈ O N R to avoid possible creations of R-preservability. Note that if one put either I A or Λ A ∈ O N R whose R-preservability can be activated, then it is possible to map an R-annihilating channel Λ S to a channel with R-preservability. We also remark that 15) is a suitable free operation when the R-preservability theory has activation property.
With the notion of free super-channel, we are now in position to introduce the first main result in this work: R-preservability monotones.
V. RESOURCE PRESERVABILITY MONOTONE
As the first step, we formulate general postulates that an R-preservability monotone should satisfy. We list all the postulates as follows, and then we will discuss their individual reasons afterward.
It is furthermore called convex if it satisfies Postulate 5 and it is called faithful if it satisfies Postulate 6.
Note that our definition is similar, while not identical to, the definitions of channel resource monotones introduced in Ref. [29, 30] . We now discuss the reasons behind these postulates individually:
Postulates 1, 2, 5, 6 are commonly accepted properties for a monotone.
Postulate 3 is listed here in case the partial trace is not a free operation (otherwise it is contained in Postulate 2). It is based on the expectation that when we only access to incomplete information of the global channel, the R-preservability can only be underestimated. In other words, if part of the channel can achieve certain level of R-preservability, then so will the global one.
Postulate 4 illustrates the basic expectation on a good quantifier for R-preservability: if we tensor two free channels together, then the R-preservability will not decrease; also if a free channel tensor with another absolute Rannihilating channel, then the R-preservability should not increase.
Note again that we do not impose the postulate
to the existence of activation property. It is still possible for a R-preservability to satisfy this property, which simply means that monotone cannot witness activated R-preservability.
We introduce two classes of R-preservability monotones, whose underlying intuitions are stated as follows:
• Interpret R-preservability as the ability to maintain resource during the operation.
• Interpret R-preservability as the channel distance from the set of R-annihilating channels.
While they originate from different concepts, in the following sections we will show that both of them admit R-preservability monotones.
A. Resource Preservability Monotone: The Maintained Resource
For a given resourceful state ρ and a given R-monotone Q R , an intuitive way to quantify the ability of a free operation E S to preserve the resource R of ρ is to compare the difference between Q R (ρ) and
QR(ρ)
(we use subscript to denote the corresponding subsystems). This gives the information of how well E S is at maintaining the resource possessed by ρ. This proposes the following candidate induced by Q R :
where f is a finite-valued strictly increasing function with f (0) = 0, g is a non-decreasing function satisfying g −1 ({0}) ⊆ {0} [this means the only x that may achieve g(x) = 0 is x = 0], and we use the abbreviation introduced in Eq. (13) for the maximization. We stress that the maximization is restricted to ρ SA achieving non-zero Q R values. This makes sure the value is always finite. Note that we do not use identity map I A for the ancillary system in the above definition: in the study of R-preservability, identity channel is the most resourceful one, and considering ancillary system with it may create "artificial R-preservability". For example, if one uses identity for the ancillary systems in the R-theory of entanglement, then one will have non-zero entanglement preservability for entanglement-annihilating channels that are not entanglement-breaking [37] . Merely using R-annihilating channels O N R for the extension is still not enough due to the existence of the activation property discussed in Sec. III A. This explains the reason for us to introduce the concept of absolute R-annihilating channels, and this is also one main difference between our approach and Refs. [29, 30] .
We now present the first main result, whose proof is given in Appendix B. Recall that an R-monotone Q R is faithful when Q R (ρ) = 0 if and only if ρ ∈ F R . Theorem 2. Given a proper R-theory and a proper Rmonotone Q R . Assume the following two conditions:
(ii) f is a finite-valued strictly increasing function with f (0) = 0 and g is a non-decreasing function with
Then P
As a remark, the assumption F R = ∅ is only used in the proof of Postulate 4, and this assumption can be dropped when g is a positive constant. We state this special case in Corollary B.1.
The idea behind Eq. (16) is to consider a general ratio between the input and the output of the given free operation. By considering particular combinations of f and g, we have the following R-preservability monotones:
. (17) The first one can be interpreted as the optimal maintained resource during the process E, and the second one can be understood as the optimal remaining amount of resource in the end of the process E. It will be an interesting future research topic to study specific operational interpretations of different combinations of f, g with different R-theories.
B. Resource Preservability Monotone: The Channel Distance
One intuitive way to quantify resource is to consider the distance away from the set consisting of quantities without resource. Here we use the similar way to interpret R-preservability. To this end, we consider a general distance measure on states D : S × S → R + satisfying D(ρ, σ) ≥ 0 and equality holds if and only if ρ = σ.
To have a monotone, however, one needs a good enough distance measure. This motivates us to introduce the following:
The distance measure D is called a proper distance measure for a given R-theory if it is a distance measure satisfying the following properties for all states ρ, σ:
Note that this is a relaxed version of the dataprocessing inequality, and here we again include the possibility that partial trace is not a free operation. Now, we introduce the following candidates induced by D to quantify R-preservability:
where we again use the abbreviation introduced in Eq. (13), and sup A;ρSA means the maximization over all the ancillary systems A and the states ρ SA on SA. Note that unlike the previous section, since now we only compare the distance between two channels, so using identity to extend the system is allowed, and this is the reason why we list two candidates here. Regarding the ordering, in general we have P D ≤P D due to conditions (2c) and (9a). We now provide the following result, whose proof is given in Appendix C.
Theorem 3. Given a proper R-theory with a proper distance D. Assume the Marginal Assumption holds. Then P D andP D are R-preservability monotones. Moreover, they are faithful if O N R is compact. We will provide a detailed example in the following section to illustrate the above theorem. In short, with a specific distance measure, a robustness-like monotone can be obtained.
C. Resource Preservability Monotone: The Robustness
As an application of Theorem 3, consider the maxrelative entropy defined by [52] :
where the minimization is taken over all non-negative integer λ. D max fulfills [52] (1) D max (ρ σ) ≥ 0 and the equality holds if and only if ρ = σ, (2) (data-processing inequality) D max [E(ρ) E(σ)] ≤ D max (ρ σ) for all channels E and states ρ, σ. Hence, it is a proper distance. This means for a proper R-theory with the Marginal Assumption, P Dmax andP Dmax are both R-preservability monotone, and they are faithful if O N R is compact. It turns out that this fact implies a direct robustness form and the corresponding operational interpretation based on Ref. [29] . To see this, define the R-preservability log-robustness according to Ref. [29] :
where the optimization is taken over all possible channels C. This quantity depicts how robust the R-preservability of E is when it is interrupted by another channel. From Ref. [29] we learn thatP Dmax = L R . This means both P Dmax and P Dmax may have the same operational interpretation with L R . To formally illustrate this, we now translate the Definition 9 in Ref. [29] into the following version for R-preservability:
The ǫ-destruction cost for R-preservability is defined by C ǫ R (E S ) := log min k, where the minimization is taken over all ǫ-destruction process of R-preservability for E S . Definition 10 is slightly different from the Definition 9 in Ref. [29] . In Ref. [29] , U i and V i are asked to be free channels, which will correspond to O N R in our current study. While this will always lead to zero Rpreservability for the output channel, we relax this condition in this work. Also, we require the ancillary channel Λ S ′ to be an absolute R-annihilating channel.
To state the result, we also define the smooth version of P Dmax andP Dmax [29] :
This definition allows the given theory to have a smallest resolution, which is 2ǫ, and within the ball of this radius (in the diamond norm), we use the local minimum to represent the value for this region. Now we state the following result when the given R-theory admits no activation of R-preservability. We note that although we write it as a theorem, conceptually this result is a corollary of Theorem 10 in Ref. [29] , and we state the proof in Appendix D for the self-consistency of this work:
Theorem 4. Given a proper R-theory satisfying the following three conditions:
(iii) In a multipartite case, the pair-wise permutation unitaries between two local systems are in O R .
Then for a given E ∈ O R and for any 0 < η ≤ ǫ < 1, we have
Theorem 4 provides a clear operational meaning of P Dmax (E) andP Dmax (E): it shows how robust the R-preservability of the given free operation E is when it is randomized over reversible free unitary operations together with an ancillary absolute R-annihilating channel. This can also be interpreted as the erasure cost of Rpreservability. Note that we assume no activation property of R-preservability. When the given R-preservability can be activated, the lower bounds in Theorem 4 can still be proved. While it is so far unclear whether the upper bound can also be obtained, and it is an open question whether this operational interpretation can still hold when activation property is allowed.
We also remark that Theorem 4 provides an estimate on the relation between P Dmax (E) andP Dmax (E); specifically, we have the following estimates:
Hence, up to the estimate given in Corollary 5, both P Dmax andP Dmax can have the robustness interpretation shown in Eq. (21).
VI. APPLICATION TO ENTANGLEMENT PRESERVING LOCAL THERMALIZATION
We apply the theory of R-preservability to the study of entanglement preserving local thermalization (EPLT) [36] , which is a topic aiming to understand the interplay between globally distributed quantum correlation and locally performed thermalizations. Formally, an N-partite LOSR channel E is called a local thermalization to a collection of single party thermal states [49] 
if tr \i • E : (·) → γ i ; i.e., it is a state preparation channel of the corresponding thermal state γ i of the ith local system (the notation tr \i means tracing out all but the ith systems). An EPLT is a local thermalization that can preserve entanglement for certain inputs; that is, it is a local thermalization with non-zero entanglement preservability.
The existence of EPLT has been proved [36] , and the preserved entanglement has also been estimated by using FEF [Eq. (4)]. However, so far it is unclear what is the quantitative description of the ability of EPLT to preserve entanglement. With the R-preservability monotones introduced in this work, we are now able to answer this question quantitatively. The result we found suggests that EPLT is a phenomenon generic for different values of the entanglement preservability. Moreover, we found that for arbitrarily small entanglement preservability, there always exists a finite temperature EPLT that can also preserve free entanglement [38] . In other words, while they preserve arbitrarily little entanglement, many copies of some output can be distilled back to a maximally entangled state by LOCC channels.
In this section, we provide a new family of EPLTs, and then we prove that this family of EPLTs admit arbitrarily small entanglement preservability and preservation of free entanglement simultaneously at the finite temperatures.
A. Alternative Entanglement Preserving Local Thermalization
We construct a new family of EPLTs in the bipartite system AB. Given a positive value δ i ∈ [0, 1] with integer i ∈ [0, d − 2], we define the following map on the local system X:
where we introduced the notation |n := |d − 1 − n and E X n := E X d−1−n , and the local Hamiltonians are given by
i=0 E X i |i i| for X = A, B. Now we define the following family of channels (dependent of δ X i ) acting on a local system:
In Appendix E we prove that E X induces a local thermalization for an appropriate choice of δ X i . More precisely, with the (U ⊗ U * )-twirling operation T defined in Eq. (5) we have:
We remark that the proof of the above lemma is constructive, hence E X is explicitly known [Eq. (E24)]. For a given pair of single party thermal states (γ A , γ B ), we then consider the following map:
where ǫ ∈ [0, 1] is a probability parameter whose value will be determined later. By Lemma 6, we let ( E A ⊗ E B ) • T locally thermalize the system X to the following state for X = A, B [36] :
One can then use exactly the same proof of Theorem 2 in Ref. [36] to show that E ǫ (γA,γB) is a local thermalization to (γ A , γ B ) when 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ ǫ * := dp min ,
where p min is the smallest eigenvalue among γ A and γ B .
Finally, a direct computation shows
This proves the following result:
This shows Eq. (29) admits EPLTs when we select the highest ǫ value. It turns out that Eq. (29) can achieve EPLTs even with arbitrarily small ǫ value. We will use this property to prove the main result in the next section.
B. Entanglement Preservability and Entanglement Preserving Local Thermalization
With the new family of EPLTs, we now proceed to study its entanglement preservability. Note that the Rtheory of entanglement with LOSR channels as the free operation is a proper R-theory satisfying Marginal Assumption (Definition 6). In what follows, the normalized temperature of the given local system X is defined by τ X := kB TX HX ∞ , where T X is the local temperature, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and H X ∞ is the highest local energy. O N FE is the set of all LOSR channels that cannot preserve free entanglement [38] . Also, the diamond norm is defined by E S ⋄ := sup A;ρSA (E S ⊗ I A )(ρ SA ) 1 , where the maximization is taken over all ancillary systems A and states ρ SA on the system SA. In Appendix F we prove the following result.
where p min is the smallest eigenvalue among γ A and γ B . For every δ > 0, there exists a finite value τ δ > 0 such that for every pair (γ A , γ B ) with min X τ X > τ δ , there exists an entanglement preserving local thermalization E − to (γ A , γ B ) given by Eq. (29) such that
That is, E − can preserve free entanglement.
We remark that sincē
Eq. (33) automatically implies a lower bound of the entanglement preservability. For high normalized temperatures, we have p min → 1 d and the bound in Eq. (33) becomes arbitrarily close to 1 − 1 d , as expected since
and T is an EPLT at infinite temperature [36] . Also, Eq. (34) shows that even if local thermalization may highly degrade the shared quantum resource, there are outputs that will nevertheless be distillable. As a remark of Eq. (34), the proof can be much simplified if one only wants to prove the existence of EPLTs having entanglement preservability as small as we want. Please see Appendix G for the proof.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In a given resource theory of quantum states, we quantify the ability of free operations to preserve the resource. To this end, we formulate this ability, termed resource preservability, as a channel resource induced by the given state resource. Two classes of resource preservability monotones are proved: one is induced by state resource quantifiers, and another is based on channel distance measures. The latter also induces a robustness-like measure with operational interpretation as the erasure cost of resource preservability [29] .
As an application, we study the entanglement preservability of entanglement preserving local thermalizations (EPLTs) [36] , which is a family of local operation plus shared randomness channels that locally behave as thermalization for arbitrary inputs, while globally have the ability to preserve certain amounts of entanglement. In this work, we provide a new family of EPLTs that has the ability to preserve free entanglement, even though its entanglement preservability can be arbitrarily small at finite temperatures. This suggests the existence of EPLT is generic in various values of entanglement preservability; namely, EPLT's existence is independent of the ability on preserving entanglement.
We hope this work can initiate the interest in the study of resource preservation in various state resource theories.
Note added. Recently, we became aware of the related work Ref. [53] which consider the preservation of coherence as a channel resource. part of the ICFOstepstone -PhD Programme for Early-Stage Researchers in Photonics, funded by the Marie Skodowska-Curie Co-funding of regional, national and international programmes (GA665884) of the European Commission, as well as by the Severo Ochoa 2016-2019' program at ICFO (SEV-2015-0522), funded by the Spanish Ministry of Economy, Industry, and Competitiveness (MINECO).
Appendix A: Local Operations Plus Shared Randomness Channels
In this section, we briefly explain why local operations plus shared randomness (LOSR) channels can be free operations of nonlocality. It suffices to consider a bipartite system AB. Formally, an LOSR channel is defined to take the following form:
where the integration is taken over the variable λ and E A λ , E B λ are local channels. In what follows we will write {E a|x } as a set of local positive operator-valued measures (POVMs) [12] ; that is, for each input value x, E a|x 's form a POVM: E a|x ≥ 0 ∀ a and a E a|x = I A ∀ x. We use the notation {E b|y } for the POVMs in the subsystem B.
With the above setting, a quantum state ρ AB is said to be local if for every local sets of POVMs {E a|x }, {E b|y } one can write [6, 7] tr (E a|x ⊗ E b|y )ρ AB = λ∈ΛLHV P (a|x, λ)P (b|y, λ)p λ dλ (A2)
for some variable λ in a set Λ LHV and some probability distributions P (a|x, λ), P (b|y, λ), p λ . In other words, a state is local if all the possible combinations of local POVMs cannot distinguish it with a local hidden-variable model, as depicted by Λ LHV . Any state that is not local is said to be nonlocal. Now we explain that LOSR channel will map local states to local states. To see this, we note that for a given LOSR channel E, we have
where for X = A, B, E X, † λ 's are completely-positive unital map since E X λ 's are completely-positive trace-preserving map. This means E A, † λ (E a|x ) and E B, † λ (E b|y ) again form local sets of POVMs. Since ρ AB is local, the quantity tr E A, † λ (E a|x ) ⊗ E B, † λ (E b|y ) (ρ AB ) must take the form of Eq. (A2). This shows that LOSR channels map local states to local states, and hence form a suitable candidate of free operations for nonlocality.
Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. To show Postulate 1, we note that for a given
R and for all ρ SA . Hence, Postulate 1 is proved. To show Postulate 2, we recall from Definition 7 that for a given free super-channel F E acting on free operations E ∈ O R , there exist an ancillary system B, two free operations Λ + , Λ − ∈ O R , and an absolute R-annihilating channel
In what follows, because the input/output dimensions of Λ − do not need to be the same, we write S ′ as the input space and SB as the output space of Λ − ; namely, we have Λ − : S ′ → SB. Then we have [note that the maximization is taken over
The second line is because Q R is non-increasing under free operation (Λ + ⊗ I A ), which is due to the properties (1b), (2b), (2c), and the fact that f is strictly increasing.The same reasons imply the third line (while with some subtleties explained below). The fourth line is because maximizing over all states of the form (Λ − ⊗ I A )(ρ SA ) is sub-optimal than the range of all states on the system SA. The fifth line is because Λ B ⊗ Λ A gives a range that is sub-optimal than all the possible Λ A when one maximizes over all the ancillary systems A (recall from Fact 1 that the set of absolute R-annihilating channels for a proper R-theory is closed under tensor product).
Here we note that the ranges of optimization in the second line and the third line are different. In the second line, the optimization is taken over ρ S ′ A with Q R (ρ S ′ A ) > 0, which implies two different cases. The first case is when the optimization over this range is zero [sup A (...) = 0 in the second line]. Then in this case the desired inequality holds. This means we can assume the second case without loss of generality; that is, we can assume the optimization in the second line over Q R (ρ S ′ A ) > 0 gives nonzero value. Hence, the range for the second line can be rewritten as ρ S ′ A with Q R (ρ S ′ A ) > 0 and Q R [(Λ − ⊗ I A )(ρ S ′ A )] > 0, since the latter inequality is necessary for a nonzero numerator (note that actually the latter inequality implies the former one, while we still write them both explicitly for understanding). Then one can proceed to the third line with this condition. This proves Postulate 2.
To prove Postulate 3, we note the following equality
This means
The second line is due to the fact that f is strictly increasing and that Q R is a proper R-monotone [property (4b)]. The third line is because g is non-decreasing and Q R is a proper R-monotone [property (4c)]. The fourth line is because the range of ρ SA ⊗ η S ′ with the given η S ′ is sub-optimal than all the possible states on the system SS ′ A (and note that sup A in this line is maximizing over the system SS ′ A). This proves Postulate 3.
To prove Postulate 4, we first note the following: (the maximization is again taken over states with non-zero Q R values)
Note that sup A in the first line is maximizing over the system SS ′ A. The second line is because fixing an absolute free state η S ′ ∈ F R (here we use the assumption F R = ∅) will make the maximization sub-optimal than the original one, and we note that since this line sup A is maximizing over SA [with Q R (ρ SA ) > 0]. The third line is because f is strictly increasing and Q R is a proper R-monotone [property (4b)]. The fourth line is because g is non-decreasing and Q R is a proper R-monotone [property (4c)]. This proves the inequality in the postulate for general E S and E S ′ . In the case that
where the second line is because the range Λ S ′ ⊗ Λ A with the fixed Λ S ′ is sub-optimal than all the possible absolute R-annihilating channel Λ A when one maximizes over all the ancillary systems A (recall again from Fact 1 that the set of absolute R-annihilating channels for a proper R-theory is closed under tensor product). This shows the equality in the postulate, and also finish the proof of Postulate 4.
Finally, when f • Q R is convex, P (f,g) QR is by definition convex. This proves Postulate 5. To address Postulate 6, for a given E S ∈ O R we note that P (f,g)
QR (E S ) = 0 implies Q R (E S ⊗ Λ A )(ρ SA ) = 0 for all ρ SA , all Λ A ∈ O N R , and all ancillary systems A. By considering the ancillary system as the trivial one (i.e. with zero dimension), we have Q R [E S (ρ S )] = 0 for all ρ S . when Q R is faithful, this means E S (ρ S ) ∈ F R for all ρ S , thereby implying E S ∈ O N R . This shows Postulate 6 and also completes the whole proof.
We remark that the assumption F R = ∅ is only used in the proof of Eq. (B4). In other words, this assumption can be dropped if g maps every input to a positive constant. Write g c (·) = c, this means the following corollary:
Corollary B.1. Given a proper R-theory and a proper R-monotone Q R . f is a finite-valued strictly increasing function with f (0) = 0 and c > 0 is a positive constant. Then P
Appendix C: Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. Postulate 1 holds automatically according to the definition. To prove Postulate 2, for a given free super-channel
R , the direct computation shows (we again adapt the notation Λ − : S ′ → SB)
The second line is because Λ + •Λ SB •Λ − ∈ O N R [which is true because the given R-theory is proper and the property (2c)] forms a sub-optimal range compared to Λ S ′ ∈ O N R . The third line is because the given R-theory is proper so we have properties (2b) and (2c), plus the fact that D is proper so we have the property (9a). The fourth line is because (Λ − ⊗ I A )(ρ S ′ A ) forms a sub-optimal range for the maximization sup A . The fifth line is because Λ S ⊗ Λ B ∈ O N R (this is true due to the definition of the absolute R-annihilating channels) with the fixed map Λ B ∈ O N R and the variable Λ S forms a sub-optimal range for the minimization inf ΛSB∈O N R . The sixth line is because Λ B ⊗ Λ A forms a sub-optimal range for the maximization sup A (recall Fact 1). This proves Postulate 2.
To prove Postulate 3, for a given η S ′ ∈ F R the direct computation shows
The second line follows from the fact that ρ SA ⊗ η S ′ forms a sub-optimal range for the maximization sup A . The third line is due to property (9b) since the given distance measure D is proper. The fourth line is based on the Marginal Assumption (Definition 6), which implies tr S ′ {Λ SS ′ [(·) ⊗ η S ′ ]} will be an R-annihilating channel, and result in a sub-optimal range for the minimization inf ΛS∈O N R . This proves Postulate 3.
To prove Postulate 4, we first compute the following
In the second line we pick a fixed free state η S ′ , which is possible due to the property (2a). Then the second line follows from the fact that ρ SA ⊗ η S ′ forms a sub-optimal range for the maximization sup A . In the third line we use the property (9b) for the proper distance measure D. The fourth line is due to the Marginal Assumption (Definition 6), which ensures the mapping tr S ′ {Λ SS ′ [(·) ⊗ η S ′ ]} will be a R-annihilating channel [recall Eq. (B2)]. This consequently implies a sup-optimal range for the minimization compared with inf ΛS∈O N R . Then the inequality in the postulate is proved.
To show the equality, we compute the following for a given Λ S ′ ∈ O N R :
The second line is because Λ S ⊗ Λ S ′ with the fixed Λ S ′ forms a sub-optimal range for the minimization compared with inf Λ SS ′ ∈O N R . The third line is because Λ S ′ ⊗ Λ A forms a sub-optimal range for the maximization of sup A (Fact 1). This proves the equality and the Postulate 4.
Finally, if P D (E) = 0 and O N R (on the system S) is compact, there exists a channelΛ S ∈ O N R such that
which means D E(ρ S ),Λ S (ρ S ) = 0 for all ρ S since we can consider the zero-dimensional ancillary system. Since D is a distance measure, this means E(ρ S ) =Λ S (ρ S ) for all ρ S . In other words, we have E =Λ S ∈ O N R . This proves Postulate 6, and the proof for P D is completed.
The case forP D is almost the same: one simply needs to replace Λ A and sup A by I A and sup A;ρSA , respectively. Also we remark that the proof of Postulate 2 forP D is a direct application of Result 1 in Ref. [30] .
Appendix D: Proof of Theorem 4
To sketch the proof, we note that Theorem 10 in Ref. [29] is true even without assumptions 3 in their paper, which is crucial for resource preservability theory since the identity channel can never be a free channel. Using all the listed assumptions, one can prove the upper bound by the same strategy in Ref. [29] . Also, the small difference between Definition 10 in this work and Definition 9 in Ref. [29] will not change the proof of the lower bound.
For the completeness of this work, we still state the detailed proof in this section. Before the proof, we recall the generalized Convex-Split Lemma [29] : (we only state a special form of it, which is more relevant to the proof of Theorem 4) Lemma D.1. (Generalized Convex-Split Lemma) [29] Let α, β be elements in a positive (i.e. closed, convex, reproducing, and pointed) cone V + ⊂ V with α ⋄ = β ⋄ = 1, where V is the set of Hermitian-preserving maps. Suppose there exists an α ′ ∈ V + with α ′ ⋄ ≤ 1 and p ∈ (0, 1] such that β = pα + (1 − p)α ′ . Then the validity of the inequality log n ≥ log 1 p + 2 log 1 δ will imply the following estimate
Now we start the proof of Theorem 4:
Proof. We follow the same strategy in the proof of Theorem 10 in Ref. [29] . We will show the upper bound at first. Proof of the upper bound.-By definition, there exists a channel E ′ such that E ′ − E ⋄ ≤ 2(ǫ − η) and P ǫ−η Dmax (E) = P Dmax (E ′ ). Then there exists a channelΛ ∈ O N R (note that this is because we assume O N R = O N R and the compactness) such that
Let U i be the pair-wise permutation unitary channel between the first and the ith subsystems. Then we consider the destruction process withΛ ⊗(n−1) and U i , U i , p i = 1 n n i=1 , which gives the following:
To apply Lemma D.1, we consider the set of all positive maps as V + , which forms a positive cone inside the set of Hermitian-preserving maps. Let α = E ′ and β =Λ. Here we note that if the only possibility for the α ′ ∈ V + is α ′ = β (and hence p = 0), it means supp(E ′ ) ⊆ supp(Λ) [note that if supp(α) ⊆ supp(β) and α, β are both positive maps, then there must exist some p > 0 such that β − pα is again a positive map, and hence there must exist an α ′ = β]. In this case we will have P Dmax (E ′ ) = ∞, and the upper bound holds automatically. Hence, it suffices to assume there exists an α ′ ∈ V + and p * ∈ (0, 1] achievingΛ = p * E ′ + (1 − p * )α ′ . Then Lemma D.1 implies
if log n ≥ log 1 p * + 2 log 1 2η . HereΛ ⊗n ∈ O N R since we assume no activation property (i.e. O N R = O N R ). Now we note the following two inequalities.
The first one reads
We note that p * is one possible q values, and all the q values in the range given above will be legitimate for Lemma D.1. This means it is always possible to find some q value to fulfill log n > log 1 q + 2 log 1 2η , and hence achieve Eq. (D4), when log n > P * + 2 log 1 2η . The second one is the following rewritten version of P Dmax (E ′ ):
, where A denotes a particular combination of an ancillary system A, a channel Λ A ∈ O N R , and a state ρ SA on the system SA. Then the left-hand-side can be written by sup A log inf{λ | λ ∈ L A }, and the right-hand-side can be written by log inf {λ | λ ∈ A L A }. With the above notations, the inequality "≤" follows by the fact that A L A ⊆ L A ′ for all A ′ . On the other hand, consider a given k ∈ N. Then there exists an A k such that log inf
Since this is true for all k ∈ N, the result follows.
Using the above fact, we have
Now we note the following. If log n > P Dmax (E ′ ) + 2 log 1 2η , it means log n > P * + 2 log 1 2η according to Eq. (D8). Then by the discussion below Eq. (D5), we know this inequality will lead to the validity of Eq. (D4) according to Lemma D.1. Hence, we conclude the following: when log n > P Dmax (E ′ ) + 2 log 1 2η , there exists an η-destruction process for E ′ , which also implies the existence of an ǫ-destruction process for E since
where we use the relation E − E ′ ⋄ ≤ 2(ǫ − η), data-processing inequality under partial trace, and triangle inequality. Now, let n ′ = min n ∈ N | log n > P Dmax (E ′ ) + 2 log 1 2η . Since C ǫ R (E) := min log n and the minimization is taken over all ǫ-destruction processes, we conclude the following
and the proof of the upper bound is completed. Proof of the lower bound.-The proof is completely the same with the proof of the lower bound of Theorem 10 in Ref. [29] , and we briefly sketch it. Consider a given E S ∈ O R . Then for a given ǫ-destruction process consisting of
where Λ SS ′ ∈ O N R and N i :
Then the same argument in the proof of Theorem 10 in Ref. [29] shows the following inequality (note that for a proper R-theory the set O N R is by definition convex):
One only needs to recall Postulate 4, which impliesP Dmax (E) ≤P Dmax (E ⊗ E ′ ) for all E, E ′ ∈ O R , and the relation P D ≤P D in order to complete the proof.
Because we will apply mathematical induction several times in the proof, it is convenient for us to adapt the following inverse energy representation. Let {|n } d−1 n=0 be the energy basis for the given local system Hamiltonian, and we assume the corresponding energies E n satisfies 0 ≤ E 0 ≤ E 1 ≤ ... ≤ E d−1 . Define |n := |d − 1 − n and E n := E d−1−n , which means now the ground state is |d − 1 , and the corresponding energy is E d−1 . In particular, we have the hierarchy E 0 ≥ E 1 ≥ ... ≥ E d−1 ≥ 0. In what follows, we also adapt the notations ∆
, which are regarded as vectors in [0, 1] (d−1) and [0, 1] 2(d−1) , respectively. In this line, we further define
via Eq. (28) . Note that in this section we use AB to emphasize the bipartition.
In this appendix, we prove the following result, which has Lemma 6 as a direct corollary:
Lemma E.1. Given C d ⊗ C d and a pair of two single party states 1 (X = A, B) . Then there exist a vector ∆ AB d−2 whose components are given by
where Γ X n−1 := 1 + n−1 i=0 n−1 j=i δ j if n > 0 and Γ X −1 := 1, such that for all ρ we have
As a remark, we note that ∆ AB d−2 is uniquely determined by η X due to Eq. (E1).
Proof of Lemma E.1
Recall that T (ρ) = ρ iso (p) for some p value [Eq. (7)]. We first prove the case when p = 0. By using the property of isotropic state, we can prove the result for arbitrary p value. Let us start with the following fact:
Fact E.2. For the local system X, we have
where Γ X i := 1 + i n=0 i j=n δ X j and we define Γ X −1 := 1. Proof. Let us use mathematical induction to prove the following formula for all n ∈ Z d−2 :
First, direct computation can prove the case for n = 0, 1. Now, let us assume the correctness of the above formula for n in Z d−3 and compute the result for n + 1:
The result follows by observing the following recursion relation:
Hence, by mathematical induction, the formula works for all n ∈ Z 
for all n ∈ Z d−1 (i.e. 0 ≤ n ≤ d − 2). Note that we do not need to deal with the state |d − 1 because normalization will do the job. Now we observe that for any given number n ∈ Z d−1 , we have 1 =
for n = 0 and A X 0 := 0. This means
d , we will use mathematical induction to prove the following statement: Given a number n ∈ Z d−1 , then for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n there exists a δ X i achieving Q
To begin with, we first notice that it is true for n = 0, 1. To prove this, one can see that when n = 0, both sides are equal to 1 d . This means one can always choose Q
by choosing a proper δ X 0 . This proves the statement for n = 0.
When n = 1, recall that we have
d . Now we note that because the formula works for n = 0, which means we can choose δ X 0 such that Q
This means one is able to choose a proper δ X 1 to achieve Q X 1 = Γ X 0 (1−δ X 1 ) d . This completes the proof of n = 1. Now we assume the correctness of the statement for a given n ≤ d − 3, and then we try to prove the case for n + 1. To do so, we note that the recursion relation Eq. (E 1) implies Γ X i = Γ X i−1 (δ X i − 1) + Γ X i−1 + 1. Due to the correctness of the statement, we are allowed to choose Γ X i−1 (δ X i − 1) = −dQ X i for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. This means
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Using this new recursion relation, one can use mathematical induction to obtain (recall that Γ X −1 := 1)
Now we recall the hierarchy 0 ≤ Q X 0 ≤ Q X 1 ≤ ... ≤ Q X d−1 . This means the following fact:
One can prove the above inequality by contradiction. Assume the converse, which means . Then there exists 0 ≤ i ≤ n and n + 1 ≤ j ≤ d − 1 such that Q X i > 1 d > Q X j , which is a contradiction because Q X j ≥ Q X i ≥ 0. Because n ≤ d − 3, we have n+2−d d−n−1 < 0, which is the pre-factor of the term A X n+1 . This means
This proves the formula for n + 1, which consequently implies it is always possible to choose a δ X n+1 such that Q
. This completes the proof of the statement by using mathematical induction.
Since the statement implies it is always possible to choose a ∆ X d−2 to fit {Q X i } d−2 i=0 and since the normalization condition will fix the value for the component of |d − 1 d − 1|, the proof is completed.
Using Fact E.2 and Fact E.3, we learn the following result: 1 (X=A,B) , then there exists a vector ∆ AB d−2 such that the channel E ∆ AB d−2 achieves
This describes the behavior when the input is a maximally mixed state. Now, it remains to show the same output can occur when the input state is an isotropic state given by Eq. (7) . This can be done by the following relation between partial trace and local channel when acting on separable states: Fact E.5. Given a separable state ρ = i f i ρ A i ⊗ ρ B i and two single party channels E X acting on the X system. Then
Proof. Due to separability, one have
Similar calculation proves the other case.
Since both ( E ∆ A d−2 ⊗ I B ) and (I A ⊗ E ∆ B d−2 ) map an isotropic state to a separable state (this can be seen by the fact that they will map |Ψ + d to a separable state), the above fact means 
Finally, because T (ρ) will be an isotropic state for any state ρ, the result follows.
Remarks
Here we make some remarks. First, note that Fact E.3 can apply on arbitrary single party thermal state. As another remark, we note that for a given η X = d−1 n=0 Q X n |n n|, there is a uniquely determined vector ∆ X d−2 which can realize it. To find this vector ∆ X d−2 , one can start from δ X 0 , which is given by
After determining δ X 0 , one can determine δ X 1 , which is given by
In general, one can determine δ X n by the following formula:
this is because after knowing δ X i for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, one can directly compute Γ X n−1 .
Appendix F: Proof of Theorem 8
To prove Theorem 8, first we prove Eq. (33) in Appendix F 1. As the next step in Appendix F 2 we prove a lemma, which is a preliminary result for the proof of Eq. (34) given in Appendix F 3.
In the proof of Eq. (33), we will use the EPLT candidate constructed in Ref. [36] , which is given by:
where the (U ⊗ U * )-twirling T is defined in Eq. (5), Φ ρ (·) = ρ is the constant map, and η ǫ X is defined in Eq. (30) . E ǫ (γA,γB) is proved to be a local thermalization to (γ A , γ B ), and it is an EPLT when p min > 1 d 2 , where p min is the smallest eigenvalue among γ A and γ B [36].
Proof of Eq. (33)
Proof. We compute the lower bound for the map E ǫ (γA,γB) defined in Eq. (F1):
where the fourth line follows from the inverse triangle inequality of the trace norm. Since Φ η ǫ
3. Proof of Eq (34) Proof. We show that E ǫ (γA,γB) given in Eq. (29) can be arbitrarily close to the set O N E (here E denotes entanglement) while preserving free entanglement for certain entangled input states. For any given δ > 0, there exists ǫ ∈ (0, 1] small enough such that ǫ × T − E A ⊗ E B • T ⋄ < δ. Lemma F.1 implies there exists τ ǫ ∈ (0, +∞) such that for every pair (γ A , γ B ) with min X=A,B τ X > τ ǫ , E ǫ (γA,γB) is an EPLT to (γ A , γ B ) that can preserve free entanglement and achieves
